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Ford Fox platform - Wikipedia The Ford Fox platform is a platform used by Ford Motor Company in North America for various compact and mid-size vehicles for
the Ford, Mercury, and Lincoln divisions. Using a rear-wheel drive, unibody chassis configuration, the Fox platform was used by Ford from 1978 to 1993; a
substantial redesign of the Ford Mustang extended its life another eleven years to the 2004 model year. What to Look For When Buying a Fox Body Mustang ... The
biggest area of concern for Fox Mustangs is the actual body and frame of the vehicle itself. Fox Mustangs (well, all Mustangs) are built with a unibody structure ,
meaning the car is constructed of various subframes connected by the floor pans instead of a full frame design. Fox Body Mustang | eBay Mustang enthusiasts
gravitate toward the Fox Body because it is readily available and simple to modify without breaking the bank. There are plenty of Fox Body Mustang parts listed on
eBay along with complete used cars from the 1980s.

Ford Mustang (third generation) - Wikipedia The Fox body mustang was manufactured in Ford's Cuatitlan Itzcalli plant (located in Mexico City) from 1979 to 1984.
Both the Coupe and the Hatchbacks were offered. These Mexican built Mustangs had a hybrid appearance from 1981 until 1984, using some Mercury Capri body
parts. 8 Reasons Why The Fox Body Mustang is The Best Muscle Car Ever The Fox Body Mustang came in a Fastback, Coupe, and a Convertible. This was the last
generation Mustang that was available in a fastback before the 2015 Mustang. In the eyes of the younger generation, the Fox is incredibly good-looking. Ford
Mustang Fox Body | eBay Find great deals on eBay for Ford Mustang Fox Body in Mustang. Shop with confidence.

History of the Fox Body Mustang | CJ Pony Parts History of the Fox Body Mustang. The third-generation of Mustangs, produced from 1979 to 1993, was known as
the Fox Body Mustangs. CJ's takes a look back at the history of the Fox Body and dives into each year of this third-generation Mustang. 1979-1993 Fox Body
Mustang Parts at LMR 1979-1993 Mustang Apparel & Accessories. Get your 1979-93 Mustang accessories, car covers, apparel and other merchandise at 5.0 Resto.
Late Model Restoration is your #1 source for Fox Body accessories such as windshield banners, how-to manuals, fluids, fender covers, and tools. 1979-1993 Mustang
Parts | AmericanMuscle.com 1979-1993 fox body parts & fox body accessories from americanmuscle AmericanMuscle carries all of the top Foxbody performance
parts and accessories for your Mustang. Not only does AmericanMuscle specialize in Fox Body parts and carry a huge selection of Fox Body accessories, we are also
experts on everything and anything Mustang.
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